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How much of a partitive is the Russian second genitive? 

Michael Daniel, Higher School of Economics, Moscow 

 

In modern Russian, for a limited subset of nouns two forms of the genitive singular compete, one 

dominant, existing for all nouns, and the other, the second genitive, using an alternative marker. The 

two genitives show complex distributive preferences across a plethora of contexts, with one of the 

typical association of the second genitive being partitive contexts. In the talk, I will provide a brief 

overview of the historical evolution of the Russian second genitive and its use in the dialects, 

present data on corpus dynamics of its use over the last two centuries and the way the second 

genitive. 
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Unexpected partitive articles in Francoprovençal 

Jan Davatz, Elisabeth Stark - University of Zurich 

 

The aim of our talk is the discussion and analysis of some marked cases in the distribution, both 

regional and functional, of so-called ‚partitive articles‟ (PAs) in a highly endangered Romance 

language, namely Francoprovençal (FrPr). Different varieties of this Gallo-Romance language are 

spoken in the south-west of Switzerland (mainly canton of Valais), in north-western Italy (mainly 

Aosta Valley) and in the part of France bordering on Switzerland (mainly Savoy).  

Example (1) presents a typical instance of these indefinite determiners in postverbal direct object 

position, indicating a mass and/or indefinite reading of the respective nominal: 

(1)   t      t     kˈopö         dy           pˈ          

between  time    cut.PRS.1SG  PA.MSG   small     wood 

„In the meantime I cut kindling.‟ (Val-d‟Illiez, Valais; example from the ALAVAL) 

 

This element reminds us, of course, of the highly grammaticalized PA of Standard French (see. e.g., 

Carlier 2007) as well as of its often optional Italian equivalent (see Carlier/Lamiroy 2014). Contrary 

to these two standard languages, which are in continuous vertical contact with the spoken FrPr 

varieties under scrutinity, most of the latter do not show a fully-fledged PA with overt gender and 

number features, but only an uninflected particle deriving from the Latin preposition DE (like in the 

two Occitan varieties Languedocian and Provencial, see Stark 2016 and bibliographical references 

therein): 

(2) la    d mˈ   z    n      ˈ n   d      ɡatˈo 

the   Sunday     we    have.IPFV.1PL DE     cake 

„On Sunday we had cake(s).‟ (Lens, Valais; example from the ALAVAL) 

 

This feature allows to esta lish a regional  ipartition of the FrPr varieties into ‚Francoprovençal A‟ 

and ‚Francoprovençal B‟ (see the illustration in Kristol 2014: 39): While varieties of the former 

type (western part of the Valais and in France) show a PA with a gender distinction even in its 

plural form, the ones of the second type (rest of the Valais and Aosta Valley) have only invariable 
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DE. Interestingly, varieties of ‚Francoprovençal A‟ show, in contrast to French and parallel to 

Spanish, gender distinction also with definite plural articles: masc. lu(z) – fem. le(z). Unlike in 

Spanish, the distinction is made also with plural possessives (Kristol 2016: 358). 

 Based on a detailed analysis of questionnaire data gathered between 1994 and 2001 in the 

different FrPr areas mentioned above – all in all 50 speakers from 21 communalities in Valais and 

two in France and Aosta Valley respectively, documented in the ALAVAL (http://alaval.unine.ch/) 

– as well as in May 2017 in the Aosta Valley, we want to focus on two exceptional cases of PA use 

in this minor Gallo-Romance language. 

 First, contrary to Kristol‟s finding, fully-fledged PAs are attested also in data points 

 elonging to ‚Francoprovençal B‟ (see also Stark/Gerards accepted): We find a total of 11 cases of a 

fully-fledged PA in 6 out of the 20 varieties  elonging to the „Francoprovençal B‟ type. These PA 

are distributed over 3 different syntactic contexts: direct objects (5 occurrences), prepositional 

complements (5 occurrences) and complements of presentatives (1 occurrence). Interestingly, all of 

them present a singular form and are found with (5 different) feminine nouns and represent 11% of 

stimulus sentences with feminine singular nouns. (3) shows one such example, taken again from 

Lens (cf. (2)): 

(3)     famˈ     n   m  zˈ        ˈ  n   dɛ la     p lˈ  nta 

in   family we  eat.PRS.1PL   often   PA.FSG    polenta 

„In family we often eat polenta.‟ 

 

As the input sentences were presented in French, the question arises whether this phenomenon can 

be explained by regional (language contact, bilingual speakers) factors or whether it is triggered by 

the gender and number features of the lexical nucleus of the respective nominals. 

Second, ‚partitive articles‟ are attested in our data in contexts where neither Standard French nor 

Standard Italian admit them, i.e. (4) under the scope of negation and with quantifiers, in (5) 

unmarked word order or (6) dislocated structures: 
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(4)  lˈ    l      m           ɡr     parˈ     i     mdˈiv    p    d la  taʁt 

well the    my.MPL   big     parent   they    eat.IPFV.3PL   not   PA.FSG    tart 

„Well, my grandparents didn‟t eat tart.‟ (Sixt, FR; example from the ALAVAL)  

(5)         jˈ dz   l    ˈ ʁ       t       d le      pjˈ ʁ    p ʁ      

one    time it     be.IPFV.3SG    many    PA.FPL   stone(s)   by    here 

„Once there were (so) many stones here.‟ (Val-d‟Illiez, Valais; example from the 

ALAVAL) 

(6) de  k tˈym    j     n    vˈ             en ʁmemˈ   

PA.PL custom      there  CL    have.IPFV.3SG     enormous 

„Customs, there were a lot.‟ (Sixt, FR; example from the ALAVAL) 

 

Contrary to Standard French, where the PA is possible with quantifiers when dislocated, but not in 

canonical word order, its use seems perfectly fine in both contexts in the two varieties (4)-(6) stem 

from (with mass and count nouns). Similar observations can be made for Swiss colloquial French, 

as a first inspection of respective data, documented in the OFROM database 

(http://www11.unine.ch/), shows. Cases of PAs under the scope of negation are strikingly frequent 

in the varieties of Sixt and Val-d‟Illiez (64% and 44% respectively) and are also attested in the 

other three varieties in the ALAVAL  elonging to ‚Francoprovençal A‟ (with mass and count 

nouns), as well as the OFROM database. 

 This distribution represents a challenge for analyses based on Standard French separating 

the DE-element from the number/gender marking element in Romance PAs (such as Ihsane 2008, 

Stark/Gerards accepted) and might indicate a further grammaticalization status in non-standard 

Gallo-Romance varieties. Considering these findings for FrPr and for Swiss colloquial French, a 

deeper examination of non-standard varieties seems to be far more revealing than of standard 

languages when looking for diachronic or typological insights. 
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Diachronic bottlenecks of the Uralic partitive 

Riho Grunthal - University of Helsinki 

 

The Finnic languages, belonging to the western-most branch of the Uralic languages, display the 

partitive case as an inflectional category which has a highly special function in object marking but 

also non-canonical subjects (1). Grammars of other Uralic branches and languages do not label any 

affix as a separate partitive case but may refer to functions that assign partial units. Historically, it is 

alleged that the partitive case gradually developed from an earlier ablative case as the corresponding 

affix descending from *-tA in Mordvinic and Tundra Nenets (Samoyedic) suggests. Gammars of 

Mordvinic suggest that one of the primary functions of the ablative in Erzya and Moksha is object 

marking (2) besides indexing more special kind of spatial relations (3). In Samoyedic, the same 

device has actually lost any productivity and occurs in morphologically limited paradigms such as 

inflected postpositions (4). 

Karelian 

(1)  Kezä-l liho-a ei ote-ttu a kalo-a šie-l ol-i 

summer-ADE meat-PART NEG take-PST.PASS.PTCP but fish-PART there-ADE be-

PST.3SG 

„In the summer you didn‟t have meat,  ut here was fish.‟ (LL 40) 

Erzya 

(2)  mel'e-m ul'-n'e-s' kort-n'e-ms ohota-do  

mind-1SG be-FREQ-PST.3SG talk-FREQ-INF hunting-ABL 

„I wanted to talk a out hunting.‟ (ÈK 84) 

Erzya 

(3)  sin' čij-st' kuro-do kuro-s, čuvto-do čuvto-s 

they run-PST.3PL xxx-ABL xxx-LAT tree-ABL tree-LAT 

„They ran from xxx to xxx, from tree to tree.‟ (ÈK 84) 
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Tundra Nenets 

(4a)  t'ax°-h  behind-LAT „(to)  ehind‟  

(4b) t'ax°-na behind-LOC „(at)  ehind‟  

(4c) t'axǝ-d° behind-ABL „(from)  ehind‟  

(4d)  t'ax°-mna behind-PROL „(via)  ehind‟ (Nikolayeva 2014: 51) 

The suffixal background of the ablative-partitive (AP) in Uralic shows both long-term maintenance 

of early functional properties and the adoption of secondary ones in. They involve several 

hypotheses regarding the diachronic development of this category as an inflectional unit and a 

functional device Uralic languages.  

(i)  An individual case affix having a chronologically long history is manifested in divergent 

ways in contemporary languages including high productivity in some languages and complete 

loss in others. 

(ii)  Historically AP used to belong to a tri-partite local case set, the characteristics of the ablative 

case motivating semantically its secondary use in transitive clauses and an object marking 

affix. 

(iii) Clause semantics and the adoption of the AP increased the spread of this particular affix in 

transitive clauses and other clause types. 

(iv) Those grammatical changes that affected AP constitute diachronic bottle necks that are of 

special importance for the relative chronology and spread of the Uralic languages. 

(v) There are at least two chronological stages reflected in the history of AP: (a) The use of AP in 

transitive clauses in Western Uralic (Saamic, Finnic, Mordvinic), and (b) The reanalysis and 

increase of functions flagged by AP in Finnic. 

In our paper we will show, how the shift from an adverbial to object marker has taken place. We 

will discuss the influence of both the unproductivity and productivity of AP in contemporary Uralic 

languages in grammatical restructuration. Finally, we‟ll point out the relevance of the diachronic 

development of this particular affix for the historical development and spread of the Uralic 
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languages. 
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Toward a Cognitive Grammar account of the Finnish partitive case 

Tuomas Huumo - University of Turku thuumo@utu.fi 

 

In my talk, I present an integrated Cognitive Grammar account of the central grammatical and 

semantic functions of the Finnish partitive case. My account is based on recent treatments of 

nominal structures in Cognitive Grammar, most notably Langacker (2016).  I start by briefly 

introducing the main grammatical functions: the partitive marks some object (O) arguments (1), 

some existential S (= Se) arguments (2 and 3), and some predicate complements (PCs; 4). In each of 

its functions, the partitive alternates with other cases: the nominative in Se, O, and PC marking, and 

the accusative in O marking. 

1) Liisa rakasta-a  Heikki-ä. 

 name love-pres.3sg  name-par 

 „Liisa loves Heikki.‟ 

2) Kannu-ssa on  kahvi-a. 

 pot-ine be.pres.3sg coffee-par 

 „There is coffee in the pot.‟ 

3) Pöydä-llä ei  ole  kirja-a. 

 table-ade neg.3sg be.cng book-par 

 „There is no  ook on the ta le.‟ 

4) Kahvi on  musta-a. 

 coffee be.pres.3sg black-par 

 „Coffee is  lack‟; „The coffee is  lack.‟ 

I argue that the partitive has four central semantic functions that crosscut its grammatical functions. 

First, it expresses an unbounded quantity of a referent conceptualized as a mass (the Q-partitive, 

ex. 1). The Q-partitive is common in Se and O arguments. Second, the partitive O can indicate non-

culminating aspect (the A-partitive, ex. 2). Third, the partitive marks negation in O and Se 
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arguments (the N-partitive, ex. 3). The fourth function of the partitive, attested in PCs, is to 

predicate a mass conceptualization of the subject referent in copular constructions (the M-partitive, 

ex. 4).  

 I argue that the function of the Q-partitive is to give a non-exhaustive reference to a 

reference mass, which can alternatively  e its maximal extension (e.g., „coffee‟ in general, as in 

pseudo-partitive constructions) or a contextually relevant extension (a bounded quantity, of which 

the partitive then picks an unbounded sub-quantity, as in partitive constructions proper). The non-

exhaustiveness of the reference given by the Q-partitive renders the nominal practically always 

indefinite, though the expression of indefiniteness as such is not a function of the partitive case. The 

quantity expressed by the Q-partitive is vague: it can be close to zero or close to the maximal (or 

contextually relevant) extension, and it can accumulate or decrease during the event. Because the Q-

partitive is essentially an absolute (though vague) quantifier, it also has a grounding function in the 

sense of Langacker (2016: 86–87; 156–157).   

 The M-partitive marks predicate complements (PC) in copular constructions. It indicates the 

mass status of either the subject nominal or the PC itself, if the latter is a nominal headed by a mass 

noun (as in „The ring is gold[par]‟). In general, a PC evokes a virtual referent with which the su ject 

referent is then identified.  

 The A-partitive is conceptually close to the Q-partitive in contexts where the object nominal 

is an incremental theme (e.g., „Lisa was reading the  ook[par]‟). As the process unfolds, the 

processed region of the incremental theme gradually increases. Until the process is completed, the 

object nominal only gives a non-exhaustive reference to the intact referent (or to the contextually 

relevant extension of a reference mass), which has not yet been fully affected. A further 

development of this is the “pure” A-partitive, which does not depend on quantification but 

designates all kinds of imperfective aspect (progressive, cessative, atelic).   

The partitive of negation, the N-partitive, relates semantically to the other meanings of general 

incompleteness expressed by the Q-partitive and the A-partitive. A negated event fails to occur and, 
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obviously, does not culminate, which is why the object marking system chooses the partitive for 

nominals under negation. Thus the N-partitive is also related to the Q-partitive in signaling the 

extreme case of a non-exhaustive reference, i.e. that the quantity of the referent remains at zero (in 

the mental space of the designated situation).  

 

References 

Langacker, Ronald W. 2016. Nominal structure in Cognitive Grammar. The Lublin lectures. Edited 

 y Adam Głaz, Hu ert Kowalewski, Przemysław Łozowski. Lublin: Marie Curie-

Skłodowska University Press. 
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Partitive case and its extensions: sociative causation in kinande 

Monica Alexandrina Irimia (University of Modena and Reggio Emilia) & 

Patricia Schneider-Zioga (California State University, Fullerton) 

 

Partitives raise non trivial questions from a variety of points of view. Based on the Bantu language 

Kinande, we address three main aspects. First, the reinterpretation of locative morphology as a 

partitive. Second, the question of what type of Case partitives construct, whether structural or 

purely lexical. And third, we add to the taxonomy of diagnostics that can be used to probe the 

nature of partitives, by investigating a rarely discussed type of causative constructed with partitive 

morphology, where the social interaction involved in the causation is that of helping.  

The data. We discuss overtly marked partitive (part) case, a phenomenon virtually undocumented 

in Bantu languages. In Kinande, part morphology is obligatory in a special type of causative, 

namely the sociative (soc) causative, signaled by the morpheme -ek-/-ik- (1). In these constructions, 

an event is obligatorily subdivided between causer and causee such that the causer carries out a 

subevent of the caused event, including sharing a part of the theme nominal (ngímba „clothes‟ in 1). 

The sentence in (1) is only felicitous if Kavira helps  y washing some of Marya‟s clothes and 

Marya washed the rest of them, and not in a situation where Kavira helps by, for example, pouring 

soap into the wash-water (see the entry in 4). 

(1) Kávirá  a-k‟-ér-ek-a-y-a              (*oko           ngím a   y‟)  Maryá  y‟  *(oko)     ngímba.  

Kavira   3sg-impf-wash-soc-tam-tr-fv loc=part  clothes   lk‟  Mary  lk‟ loc=part clothes   

   „Kavira helps Mary wash her clothes.‟ 

Special characteristics and freezing. I) Crucially, the object (ngímba „clothes‟) of the caused 

event must be morphologically partitive and thus be preceded by oko, a locative (loc) marker 

reinterpreted as part, and also found in other partitive constructions. II) Unexpected for Bantu, soc 

part behaves like a structural Case under various tests. II. A) It is tied to a syntactic position rather 

than to a particular thematic/semantic role. Evidence from adverbials merged above VP (loc in 2) 
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indicates soc part licensing in a Spec, v position, and not inside VP, see (3). II. B) Crucially, soc 

part is different from other locative DPs which are allowed to move to an A-position in Kinande (5 

vs. 2). soc part is inherent as its distribution is semantically conditioned, albeit not by thematic 

roles. 

(2) Kámbale  mw-á-hek-ek-ír-ye              Magulú   y‟    oko          mbago   oko   mulongo. 

Kambale  aff-3sg-carry-soc-tam-tr-fv  Magulu  lk‟  loc=part   planks    loc   village 

„Kam ale helped Magulu carry the planks in the village (event located in village).‟ 

(3)       part-causP      (4)  λP.λx.λy. ∃e,e′[P(e) ∧ P(e′) ∧ e′ < e ∧ agent(e′)= y ∧ beneficiary(e) = 

x] 

    ei 
 CAUSEE     PART-CAUS 

             wi 
    PART-CAUS (-ek-)          vP 

ei 
             DOPART              v 

ei 
    v          VP  

     ei 
     V         DOPART 

 

(5) Jacky   mwakurira     [ekihiringiti  ky‟    oko       Arlette]/ [oko     Arlette   kw‟  ekihiringiti]. 

     1Jacky 3sg.pull.appl  7trunk    7lk‟  17loc  1Arlette/ 17loc  1Arlette  17 lk‟   7trunk 

     „Jacky pulled the trunk to Arlette.‟ 

 

II. C) Another difference resides in passivization. soc part cannot passivize, contrary to arguments 

of (in)direct causatives, applicatives, or other locatives. In (6) we see a direct causative (without the 

morpheme -ek), where passivization can apply to the theme. In (7), on the other hand, passivization 

cannot apply to soc causative part; the latter only allows causee passivization (8):  

(6)  esyom ag     sy-a-hek-i-  w-a                         na      Kám ale.                 Direct causative 

      10planks        10-tam-carry-tr-pass.tam-fv   with   Kambale 

      „Planks were made to  e carried  y Kam ale.‟            
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(7) *oko/Ø         esyom ag    syahek-ek-i- á-w-a                     (na      Kám ale).      soc causative 

      loc=part  10plank        10carry-soc-trans-ac-pass-fv  (with  Kambale) 

      Intended: „Planks were helped to  e carried ( y Kam ale)‟ 

(8)  Nadine     a-hek-ik-i-a-w-a              oko          mbago.             soc causative   

       Nadine     3sg-carry-soc-tr-v-pass-fv       loc=part  plank 

      „Nadine was helped ( y someone) to carry the planks.‟      

To summarize, soc part presents a very puzzling behavior. Freezing and absence of passivization set 

it apart from arguments of other causatives and applicatives. Crucially, an adjunct explanation is not 

available either. soc part also diverges from typical adjuncts which can move easily to various 

positions in the clausal spine (Baker and Collins 2006, a.o.). Strictly connecting soc part to semantic 

partitivity of the object is also not enough. In (9), the part-marked object is singular and the 

interpretation is not that Kambale and Magulu each kill parts of the same snake. Instead, each are 

doing part of the killing eventuality of a snake. All the soc part examples can instead be unified as 

forcing a sharing requirement on the eventuality. This has been independently noticed for other 

languages with soc causatives (see for example, Tatevosov 2018 a.o.). 

(9) Kámbale  ít-ik-á-y-a   Magulu   y‟ okó     nzóka. 

      Kambale  kill-soc-tam-tr-fv  Magulu   lk‟ loc=part snake 

      „Kam ale helped Magulu kill the snake.‟ 

Analysis. We propose that these properties can  e derived following de Hoop‟s (1996) insight that 

soc part is  est understood as „weak structural Case.‟ In de Hoop‟s (1996) system, weak structural 

Case is configurationally assigned to a nominal by certain lexical items (in our study, causative -ek-

); this operation ensures freezing – the nominal cannot move to any other possible licensing 

position, as it has already been licensed. We connect the soc part sharing interpretive requirement to 

the specification of soc causative to provide access to the internal parts of the eventuality (see also 

Tatevosov 2018 for related remarks concerning Tatar). Going beyond previous (typological) work, 

we propose that this restriction also affects the part object, in that it forces mapping of the object to 
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the parts of the eventuality (Verkuyl 1972, Megerdoomian 2000, a.o.). However, the soc causative 

is different from, say, Finnish part Case in that aspectual restrictions do not hold (Kinande soc 

causative eventualities can be bounded or unbounded, etc.). A yet more abstract constraint is at 

work in our data. The part object itself must minimally be individualized so that it can be mapped to 

the parts of the eventuality; thus, it must obligatorily escape incorporation with the verbal root (-ér- 

„wash‟) and must  e visi le in sentential syntax. loc=part reflects the presence of an obligatory 

licenser (-ek-) on the o ject (3). We correctly predict that „generic‟ eventualities (i.e., snake-killing 

as opposed to killing a snake) are not possible in soc causatives. We thus build on accounts of part 

Case as having both a structural and an inherent component.  

Extensions. Our work supports Halpert‟s (2015) view that structural Case can  e found in Bantu 

languages inside vP. The part-caus projection behaves similarly to the L projection above vP in 

Halpert (2015). Our discussion also offers insights into the nature of sociative causation – a little-

explored construction (Kulikov 1993, Shibatani and Pardeshi 2002, Rose 2003, a.o.). 

[aff = affirmative, fv = final vowel, lk = linker, sg = singular, tam = Tense/Aspect/Mood, tr = 

transitive, v = (epenthetic) vowel] 

 

References  
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Partitive objects in L2 Finnish: A Laboratory of Construction-specific cross-linguistic 

influences 

Ilmari Ivaska (itivas@utu.fi), University of Turku 

 

This paper explores potential cross-linguistic influences on object case marking in learner Finnish. 

It contrasts advanced L2-learners of Finnish from various L1 backgrounds. The research question 

is: Does the object case marking in L2-Finnish align with the object case marking strategies 

availa le in the respective learners‟ L1s? Such potential distri utional correlations can be seen to 

constitute a comparison-based argument for morphosyntactic cross-linguistic influences (Jarvis 

2000; Jarvis 2010). 

 The use of partitive case is one of the most intriguing grammatical phenomenon in the study 

of Finnish as a second language, and challenges regarding qualitatively target-like case marking of 

nominal objects are persistent even for advanced learners (for discussion, see Spoelman 2013: 137–

142). The total–partitive alternation of Finnish object lies at the core of the discussion, as the use of 

partitive object can be triggered by three factors: the negation, the aspectual unboundedness, and the 

open and unbounded quantity of the object referent (for an overview, see Huumo 2013). These 

factors are hierarchical and thus, in the case of negative clauses the object is in partitive 

irrespectively of the two other factors, and, likewise, in affirmative but aspectually unbounded 

contexts the object is in partitive irrespective of the quantity. While the partitive-related challenges 

may in part be due to general tendencies of grammatical alternations in L2 (e.g. overgeneralization), 

possible analogical systems in learners L1s expose the object case alternation to cross-linguistic 

influences (Spoelman 2013). Examples (1) and (2) exemplify the alternation regarding the aspectual 

interpretation, whereas in examples (3) and (4) the difference could be either aspectual or related to 

the (un)bounded quantity of the object (examples from Huumo 2013). 
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(1) Luin  kirja-a. 

read.PAST.1sg book-PART 

„I was reading a  ook‟ ~ „I read a [part of]  ook‟ 

(2) Luin  kirja-n. 

read.PAST.1SG book-TOT 

„I read the [whole]  ook.‟ 

(3) Söin  puuro-n. 

eat.PAST.1SG porridge-TOT 

„I eat up the porridge‟ 

(4) Söin  puuro-a. 

eat.PAST.1SG porridge-PART 

„I was eating (the) porridge‟ ~  ‟I ate some (of the) porridge‟ 

 The data of this study consist of clauses with nominal objects extracted from two corpora of 

L2 Finnish: International Corpus of Learner Finnish (ICLFI, Jantunen 2011) and Corpus of 

Advanced Learner Finnish (LAS2, Ivaska 2014), and a L1 reference dataset. The L1s included can 

be divided into three groups in terms of their use of partitivity-related alternation in object case 

marking: 1) highly similar (Estonian [ee]: Metslang 2014); 2) some similarities but profoundly 

different (Polish [pl]: Tabakowska 2014; Russian [ru]: Daniel 2014; Paykin 2014); 3) no object case 

alternation related to partitivity (English [en], German [de]). We annotated the data following the 

Universal Dependencies annotation scheme using the Turku dependency parser (Kanerva et al. 

2018). We then took a maximum-size balanced random sample of nominal objects, resulting in 298 

observations for each dataset. Preliminary results suggest that there is a correlation between the use 

of partitive object in L2 Finnish and the option of partitive-related case alternation in the learners‟ 

L1: Estonian, Polish and Russian learners use relatively more partitive objects than English and 

German learners. Furthermore, the quantitative distribution of the former group echoes that of the 

reference data. As can be seen in figure 1, there are most partitive subjects in L1-ee (68%; n=204), 
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followed by L1-ru (68%; n=202) and L1-fi (65%; n=195). L1-en (53%; 157) and L1-de (51%; 

n=151) occupy the opposite end with least partitive objects whereas L1-pl is positioned in the 

middle (60%; n=179). 

 

 While the preliminary results do indeed lend support to CLI in L2-Finnish object case 

marking in general, the specific circumstances of the alternation need to be explored in greater 

detail. This will be elaborated in the paper by means of a multivariate regression analysis of the 

contextual predictors of of the case marking (including polarity, prototypical aspect of the verb and 

prototypical quantifiability of the object) and their interaction with the L1 background. The results 

will provide a more fine-grained view regarding possible L1-related factors in the conceptualization 

of partitivity in L2-Finnish. 
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Distributional Differences in the Use of Partitives in Estonian and Finnish 

Ilmari Ivaska (University of Bologna, University of Turku) 

Anne Tamm (Károli Gáspár University of the Reformed Church in Hungary) 

 

Introduction 

This contribution compares the distributional differences in the use of the partitive case in Estonian 

and Finnish. Comparing the partitives in the two languages is a venerable topic (e.g., Metslang 

1994, Huumo 2003), and the issue can still be considered a hot topic across various branches of 

theoretical and applied linguistics. However, large quantitative data on the distributional differences 

of the occurrences of Estonian and Finnish partitives in comparable texts in the two languages are 

missing. Although Lees (2015) addresses the partitive case in five Finnic languages on the basis of 

their Bible translations, the stylistic and diachronic restrictions on the text type do not permit us to 

draw conclusions about partitives in modern language. Based on the corpus of European Parliament 

translations, the differences in the distribution of partitives in modern written Finnish and Estonian 

can be demonstrated with more accuracy. 

Data and Methods 

The data come from CoStEP corpus (Graën, Batinic & Volk 2014), and they consist of 990 texts of 

European Parliament plenary proceedings translated from English into Estonian and Finnish, 

respectively. The data – stemming from the same source texts translated by professional translators 

– can be expected to include a fully comparable potential for partitive use. The data have been 

parsed automatically according to the Universal Dependencies annotation scheme (Bohnet et al. 

2013) using the Turku neural parser (Kanerva et al. 2018). 

Results 
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In the Estonian data, there are altogether 10,572 occurrences of words in partitive, and 12,914 

occurrences in the Finnish data. Figure 1 visualizes the distribution of the syntactic roles that 

partitive words take. 

 As can be seen, the most common syntactic function for the partitives in both languages is 

object (obj, 59.4% in Estonian and 45.6% in Finnish), followed by existential subject (nsubj and 

nsubj:cop, 6.1% in Estonian and 7.3% in Finnish) and subject complement (root and acl, 2.7% in 

Estonian and 8.5% in Finnish).
1
 As can be seen, the partitives are clearly more common in Finnish 

than they are in Estonian. The reason can be attributed to the greater use of partitives acting as 

subject complements in Finnish than in Estonian. 

 

Figure 1. Distribution of syntactic roles of partitives in Estonian and Finnish. 

 

(1) Estonian 

Alaline  finantsstabiilsusmehhanism  ei  ole  

permanent.nom mechanism.for.financial.stability.nom neg be.cng 

tegelikult  midagi  muud  kui  veel  üks  vahend  

actually nothing else.par than anotherone.nom means.nom 

„A permanent mechanism of financial sta ility is actually nohing else, just another measure.‟ 

                                                 
1
 The rest of the partitive occurrences are modifiers of objects, existential subjects and subject complements, as well as 

complements of numeral and adpositional phrases. 
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(2) Finnish 

Tajani-n  kommenti-t  o-vat  tärke-i-tä  

Tajani-gen comment-pl be-pl3 important-pl-par 

„Tajani‟s comments are important.‟ 

Summary 

The corpus study of European Parliament translations has shown that the distribution of Modern 

written Estonian and Finnish partitives is different. Partitive case is more common in Finnish, since 

it marks subject complements more frequently than in Estonian. Object complements, however, are 

more common in Estonian. 
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Partitive constructions in Latvian: the genitive case and agreement variations 

Andra Kalnača & Ilze Lokmane - University of Latvia, Riga 

 

1. Partitive constructions in Latvian 

Partitives express a part of the whole and they are normally used in noun phrases that combine two 

elements quantifier determiner (noun or numeral) + noun that expresses the whole (e.g. Berg-Olsen 

2005; Hamawand 2014; according to Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2001, such constructions are pseudo-

partitives): 

(1) maiss  kartupeļu 

sack.nom.sg potatoe.gen.pl 

„a sack of potatoes‟ 

 In Latvian, the noun that expresses the whole is always in genitive and without preposition 

(e.g. Nītiņa & Grigorjevs 2013; on the typology of partitives and genitives in the Indo-European 

languages see Luraghi & Kittilä 2014). Partitive constructions are used in the Latvian language to 

express both relative (2a) as well as concrete measurable (variable) quantity, even if the items or 

substances themselves can be either mass (2b) or count (2c) (on mass and count nouns in general, 

see Rothstein 2010, 2017; Landman 2011), either definite or indefinite (Kalnača 2016): 

(2) a. vairums  cilvēku 

 mot.nom.sg people.gen.pl 

  „most of the people‟ 

b. tase   kafijas 

 cup.nom.sg coffee.gen.sg  

 „cup of coffee‟ 

c. saišķis   redīsu 

 bunch.nom.sg  radish.gen.pl 

 „ unch of radish‟ 
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2. Agreement variation in partitive constructions  

If the partitive construction is in the subject position and expresses relative quantity, there are two 

possible agreement patterns in Latvian (Lokmane 2017): 

1) gender, number and case of the predicate agrees with the partitive (“grammatical agreement”):  

(3) Daļa    darbinieku   jau   ir   atlaista. 

 part.nom.sg.f employee.gen.pl already  be.aux.prs.3  dismiss.ptcp.nom.sg.f 

 „Some of employees have already been dismissed.‟ (www.korpuss.lv) 

or the form of predicate is unmarked – 3rd person singular masculine: 

(4) Tik  daudz dalībnieku   vēl  nav    bijis.  

 so many participant.gen.pl   still not_be.aux.prs.3 be.ptcp.nom.sg.m 

 „There have never been so many participants.‟ (www.korpuss.lv) 

2) the predicate agrees with the genitive noun in gender and num er (“semantic agreement”): 

(5) Liela   daļa   pļavu         tiek        apartas. 

 big.nom.sg part.nom.sg meadow.gen.pl.f get.aux.prs.3 plough.ptcp.nom.pl 

 „A large part of the meadows are ploughed.‟ (www.korpuss.lv) 

In order to reveal factors denoting agreement features in Latvian, a sub-corpus consisting of 170 

sentences including partitive constructions in subject position was made.  

3. Findings: 

1) Agreement is related to the grammatical number of the genitive and thus to the distinction 

between count and mass nouns, as there is no agreement variation with the genitive singular of 

mass nouns. The predicate always agrees with the partitive, which is both semantically and formally 

salient: 

(6) Daļa   papīra    jau ir  nogādāta  

 part.nom.sg   paper.gen.sg already be.aux.prs.3 deliver.ptcp.nom.sg pārstrādātājiem. 

 recycler.dat.pl 

 „A part of paper has already been brought to recyclers.‟ (www.korpuss.lv) 
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If the partitive is indeclinable, the unmarked form of the predicate (3rd person SG) is used: 

(7) Nedaudz naudas   bija   palicis.   

 little  money.gen.sg be.aux.pst.3 left.ptcp.nom.sg  

 „Little money remained.‟ (www.korpuss.lv) 

2) Typological research reveals that in many languages animated subjects prefer semantic 

agreement, while unanimated subjects tend to opt for grammatical agreement (Corbett 2006). In 

Latvian, agreement features are not related to animateness and, respectively, to the semantic role 

of the subject (8a) or the voice of the predicate (8b): 

(8) a. Mūsdienās   pat vairums   īsfilmu   

 nowadays.loc.pl even majority.nom.sg short_film.gen.pl  

 ir   garākas.  

 be.cop.prs.3 longer.nom.pl  

 „Nowadays even the majority of short films are longer.‟ (www.korpuss.lv) 

b. Lielākā  daļa   dzīvokļu  

 greatest.nom.sg part.nom.sg flat.gen.pl 

 ir   privatizēti. 

 be.aux.prs.3 privatise.ptcp.nom.pl 

 „The main part of the flats are privatised.‟ (www.korpuss.lv) 

3) Agreement features in Latvian depend on the semantics of the partitive. Semantic agreement 

dominates with partitives like daļa „part‟, puse „half‟, involving the notion of division: 

(9) Bija   reģistrējušies  puse   dalībnieku. 

 be.aux.pst.3 register.ptcp.nom.pl half.nom.sg participant.gen.pl 

 „Half of the participants had already registered.‟ (www.korpuss.lv) 

On the contrary, grammatical agreement is mostly found with partitives lacking the semantic 

element of division, e.g., daudz „a lot of/much/many‟, daudzums „amount‟: 

(10) Ir    vajadzīgs    
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 be.cop.prs.3  necessary.nom.sg   

 viss   šis    milzīgais   

 all.nom.sg this.nom.sg  huge.nom.sg 

 daudzums   priekšlikumu.                    

 quantity.nom.sg  proposal.gen.pl 

 „All this huge quantity of proposals is necessary.‟ (www.korpuss.lv) 

4) Another important factor influencing agreement features in Latvian is the word order. Predicate-

subject word order favours grammatical agreement: 

(11) [ir]    Bloķēts  

 [be.aux.prs.3]  block.ptcp.nom.sg 

 vairums   ielu  Beirūtā.     

 majority.nom.sg street.gen.pl Beirut.loc.sg.f  

 „Majority of streets are blocked in Beirut.‟ (www.korpuss.lv) 

Subject-predicate word order favours semantic agreement: 

(12) Daļa   cilvēku   tagad  

 part.nom.sg   people.gen.pl now   

 ir    devušies  atvaļinājumā. 

 be.aux.prs.3 go.ptcp.nom.pl holiday.loc.sg  

„A part of people are on holiday now.‟ (www.korpuss.lv) 

Agreement features suggest that the referents of partitive constructions with genitive plural are 

predominantly perceived as syntactically and notionally divisible constructions, combinations of 

discrete elements rather than indivisible wholes.  
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The loss of the partitive and pseudo-partitive functions of the genitive in Greek 

Dionysios Mertyris - Ulster University 

 

As is well known, the semantics of the Ancient Greek genitive was threefold, since it was not only 

used to mark the possessive and partitive functions that were inherited by the Proto-Indo-European 

genitive, but also the ablative functions, which it acquired after the loss of the PIE ablative case that 

took place in the pre-alphabetic period of the language. Nevertheless, both the partitive functions 

(divided into true partitives and pseudo-partitives by Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2009) and the ablative 

functions of the ancient genitive have been completely lost in Modern Greek, where the genitive has 

only maintained its possessive use
2
. As has been established by Luraghi (2004: 376), these changes 

are part of the greater reformation of the ancient case system due to the gradual loss of the semantic 

uses of the oblique cases due to the rise of prepositions and other analytic strategies. 

 Starting with true partitives, the partitive use of the Ancient Greek genitive faced 

competition from the ablative prepositions ἀπό and ἐκ already during the Hellenistic period with 

regards to the adnominal use of the partitive genitive, e.g. ηινες ἐκ ηῶν Ἱεροζολσμιηῶν /tiˈnes ek ton 

ierosolymiˈton/ “some of the Jerusalemites” (New Testament, John 7.25, 1
st
 c. AD), while the 

distinction between partial and total objects was eventually lost and the accusative became the 

exclusive case of direct objects. During Medieval Greek, the accusative also became the exclusive 

prepositional phrase, which explains the following diachronic path:  

(1) Classical Greek:  δύο ηῶν ζηραηηγῶν [GEN]       

 /dýo t  :n stratε:g  :n/ 

 LHell/EMedG:  δύο ἀπὸ [from] ηῶν ζηραηηγῶν [GEN]    

 /ˈðyo aˈpo ton stratiˈɣon/ 

 LMedG/MG:  δύο από [from] ηοσς ζηραηηγούς [ACC]   

                                                 
2
 The Modern Greek genitive also marks the indirect object in the southern dialects, including Common Modern Greek. 
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 /ˈðio aˈpo tus stratiˈɣus/ 

 “two of the generals”  

 Turning to pseudo-partitive constructions, the ancient genitive was replaced by 

juxtapositions and also the use of the comitative preposition με(ηά) with containers. The first traces 

of these changes can already be found in Hellenistic Greek (Mertyris 2014): 

(2)  ClG:  τιλιάδες [NOM] ἀνδρῶν [GEN]  /k
h
iliádes andr  :n/ 

 HellG:  τιλιάδες [NOM] ἄνδρες
3
 [NOM]  /k

h
iliˈades ˈandres/   

 “thousands of men”          

 This paper will trace the course of the loss of the partitive and pseudo-partitive functions of 

the genitive in the later stages of Greek, and it will also explore the factors that led to this 

development. More specifically, the partitive and pseudo-partitive constructions will be examined 

in literary and non-literary texts from the Hellenistic and Medieval Greek period. This corpus-based 

approach will allow for the accurate documentation of the exact stages of the loss of the partitive 

genitive, which is part of the greater tendency in the case system of Greek towards cases that are 

purely grammatical, especially since the adoption of the indirect functions of the ancient dative by 

the genitive in the southern varieties of (Medieval and Modern) Greek and by the accusative in the 

northern and Asia Minor varieties.  

 As will be shown, the adnominal use of the partitive genitive did not leave any remnants 

whatsoever in the modern language (either in dialectal varieties or in Common Modern Greek), as 

opposed to the frequent relics of other lost functions, e.g. the genitive of cause (which originally 

stemmed from the ablative genitive, cf. Nikiforidou 1991). In contrast, the more conservative 

dialects of Southern Greek maintained a few vestiges of the adverbal partitive genitive (e.g. with 

touch or desire verbs) and the adverbial genitive of time: 

(3)  μεν εγγίζεις ηοσ γλσκού [GEN]       #

 μην αγγίζεις ηο γλσκό [ACC] 

                                                 
3
 Septuagint, Paralipomenon ii sive Chronicon ii,.13.17 (3

rd
-2

nd
 c. BC). 
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  /men eˈ gizis tu ɣliˈku/        

 /min aˈ gizis to ɣliˈko/  

  “don‟t touch (of) the dessert” 

  Cyprus (Menardos 1896)        

 Common Modern Greek 

(4)  παλαιού ηζαιρού [GEN]        

 # ηον παλιό καιρό [ACC] 

  /paleˈu keˈru/          

 /ton paliˈo keˈro/ 

  “at past times” 

  Andros (Cyclades; Voyatzidis 1956: 174)   Common Modern Greek 

 

Abbreviations 

ACC:   Accusative 

ClG:    Classical Greek 

GEN:   Genitive 

EMedG:  Early Medieval Greek 

LHellG:  Late Hellenistic Greek 

LMedG:  Late Medieval Greek 

MG:    Modern Greek 
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Partitive, genitive or nominative? Estonian DOM in written use through centuries 

Helle Metslang, Külli Habicht (University of Tartu) 

 

Estonian features a differential object marking system, which developed in Proto-Finnic and was 

somewhat influenced by Baltic languages, in which important factors influencing object case usage 

are aspect, quantitative boundedness of the object referent, and the polarity of the sentence (see 

Larjavaara 1991, Ogren 2015). The object may appear in the partitive (which developed from the 

earlier separative case), the genitive singular (which has become conflated with the earlier 

accusative in Proto-Finnic, see Rätsep 1982), or the nominative. The object in the partitive is called 

the partial object, the genitive or nominative object is called the total object. The unmarked form of 

an object modifying the predicate is the partial object, whereas the total object is used only when 

several conditions are all met (affirmative sentence, perfective aspect, quantitatively bounded object 

referent). Acquisition of this system is difficult for non-native speakers, especially those whose 

native language has no DOM or a different DOM system. Language usage of L2 speakers, as well 

as L1 speakers in language contact situations, is characterized by overuse of one object case, 

primarily the partitive (Ehala 2009, Hint 2017). Object case variation is thus a phenomenon that 

allows for the comparison of language usage from different time periods and the highlighting of 

possible language contact influences. 

 In the 13th–19th century Germans formed the upper class in Estonia. Descriptions of the 

Estonian language and the development of written Estonian date back to the 16
th

 century, written by 

German scholars for whom Estonian was an L2.  The linguistic situation in Estonia was 

characterized by double diglossia (cf. Nordlund 2007). Both German and Estonian were used, but 

there were also distinct varieties of Estonian: standard written Estonian (developed and used by L2 

speakers) and spoken vernacular Estonian (used by L1 speakers) – the first being the prestigious 

variety (the H-variety, see e.g. Rutten 2016), the second associated with lower status (the L-

variety). 
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 In the 19th century the Estonian intelligentsia began to emerge, and the development of 

written Estonian came gradually into the hands of native speakers of the language, who were 

however surrounded by a predominantly German-language cultural space. Accordingly, the position 

in Estonian in society began to grow stronger, and from the end of the 19th century, the users and 

developers of written Estonian have been native speakers of Estonian. 

In our presentation, we examine the variation in object case in written Estonian texts from the 17th 

to the 20th century and how this variation reflects societal and sociolinguistic factors. Our study is 

usage-based and relies on the framework of historical sociolinguistics. Our research material comes 

from Estonian corpora (https://keeleressursid.ee/en/resources/corpora) and published texts. For 

comparison, we also look at texts produced by modern-day L1 and L2 (with German as L1) 

speakers of Estonian. 

 The initial results show that the variety of Estonian developed by Germans can be regarded 

as a type of collective interlanguage, in which the total object, including in the nominative case, was 

overused; this overuse decreased gradually over time. In 19th-century texts written by native 

Estonian speakers, possibly as a backlash against this pattern, the opposite can be seen, i.e. overuse 

of the partitive. By the turn of the 20th century, object case usage had stabilized. 
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Oh Partitive Article, where art thou? 

Francesco Pinzin (Goethe Universität Frankfurt) & Cecilia Poletto (Goethe Universität 

Frankfurt/Università di Padova) 

 

The aim of this proposal is to analyze the distribution and function of a peculiar type of indefinite 

determiners dubbed in the literature as Partitive Articles (PAs) in French, Italian and Northern 

Italian Dialects (NIDs). In these languages, PAs are complex elements containing what looks like a 

definite article, or part of it, plus a preposition-like element (di/de) - and, despite their name, do not 

encode real partitivity (i.e, definite/indefinite subset of a definite set, Jackendoff 1977, Chierchia 

1998, Zamparelli 2008 a.o.). PAs are usually labeled as indefinites - roughly corresponding to Bare 

Nominals in English - and occur with mass Ns or with count plurals. 

(1) Gianni ha comprato della carne / delle mele. (It.) 

(2) Jean a acheté de la viande / des pommes. (Fr.) 

 „Gianni/Jean  ought meat / apples‟ 

French and Italian PAs have a similar distribution in argumental position, modulo the general 

absence of Bare Nominals in French and differences with respect to scopal properties (Ihsane 2008, 

Cardinaletti & Giusti 2018 a.o.). In spite of this similarity, we argue that French and Italian PAs 

cover different functions, since they differ in their distribution in non-argumental cases. French PAs 

are first merged in a low DP internal position, where number is encoded, while Italian PAs are 

merged higher, where quantity-related functions are encoded. This difference correlates with the 

fact that number is generally morphologically marked on the noun in Italian but not in French, 

which marks it with PAs (Stark & Gerards forth.). The correlation between the high/low position of 

PAs and the presence/absence of morphological number on the N can be tested in the domain of 

NIDs. 

 We identified two environments in which French and Italian part ways with respect to the 

distribution of PAs, (i) predicative complement of naming verbs (ça s‟appelle/si chiama) and (ii) 
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dislocation under overt quantity (e.g., un peu/un po‟): 

(3) a. Questi si chiamano (
*
dei) ravioli / b. Questa si chiama (

*
della) cicoria. (It.) 

(4) a. Ça s‟appelle des ravioli / b. Ça s‟appelle de la chicorée. (Fr.) 

 „These are called ravioli / this is called chicory‟ 

(5) a. Ho comprato un po‟ di carne. vs. Di / b. 
*
della carne ne ho comprata un po‟. (It.) 

(6) a. J‟ai acheté un peu de viande. vs. 
* ?

De / b. De la viande, j‟en ai acheté un peu. (Fr.) 

 „I saw a  it of meat‟ vs. „Of meat, I saw a  it of it‟ 

French allows for the presence of PAs in the complement of naming verbs, while Italian does not 

((3) vs. (4)). Furthermore, in Italian the complement of an overt quantity has the bare di both in its 

base position and when dislocated, while in French the dislocated variant displays a PA ((5) vs. (6)). 

The situation is the same both with mass and plural count nominals. To explain these differences, 

we start from a simplified structure of the DP which includes two functional fields: nP (property 

denoting, lexical-inflectional, corresponding to the TP area in the clause) and DP (argumental, „left 

periphery‟ of the nominal, corresponding to the CP area). 

 

(7) [DP [D‟ D° … [AmountP [Amount‟ Amount° … [ClP [Cl‟ div° … [NP [N‟ N°] … ]   DP nP 

 

Within the nP layer, the N gets its inflectional categories, number and gender. Within the DP, it 

becomes an argument (quantified/referential/indefinite) (Longobardi 1994). Two projections are 

relevant for PAs: the first is Cl(assifier)P (Borer 2005), which classifies the N according to number 

categories (e.g., one of the possible values of ClP is div° which divides the N property making the 

atoms accessible); the second is AmountP (Kayne 2002), which classifies the N according to 

quantity categories (e.g., much, many, three). We argue that French PAs are first merged in the 

lower field (nP) and realize number categories (ClP), while Italian PAs are first merged in the 

higher field and realize quantity categories (AmountP). This is connected with the realization of 

number on N, which in Italian is generally encoded by means of vocalic alternations, while in 
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French it is not marked (It. /kasa/ sg. vs. /kase/ pl. / Fr. /mεz  / sg. vs. /mεz  / pl.). Our proposal 

allows for a straightforward explanation of the different distribution in the complement position of 

naming verbs ((3)-(4)). The complement of a naming verb cannot be 

referential/quantified/indefinite, meaning that it is an nP (corresponding to a predicate) and does not 

include the DP layer. 

(8) Questi si chiamano (*i/*alcuni/*tutti) ravioli. (It.) 

 „These are called (*the/*some/*all) ravioli‟ 

In Italian, this complement can only be bare because Italian encodes the functions of the nP (up to 

ClP) directly on N by means of overt gender-number morphology. On the other hand, French 

encodes number in ClP by means of PAs, consequently allowing for their presence in the 

complement position of appeler. The difference illustrated in (5)-(6) also depends on this property. 

Since Italian PAs are quantity markers and realize the same function as the overt quantity in 

SpecAmountP, we expect them not to co-occur with it, as it is the case. On the other hand, French 

PAs are merged in ClP, i.e. lower than AmountP. In left dislocations like (6b), the clitic en 

corresponds to Amount°, the quantifier un peu to SpecAmountP and the left dislocated item to its 

complement, ClP. This implies that Topics can correspond to lower structural portions of the whole 

nominal expression (this is not a controversial assumption, since in the Romance languages it is 

possible to have predicates as Topics, Benincà et. al. 1988). This is the reason why French PAs 

occur in left dislocated positions, while Italian ones do not: in French, PAs occur in ClP, while in 

Italian do not. 

 Our proposal makes a prediction with respect to the distribution and function of PAs in other 

Romance varieties: we expect PAs to behave either as French or as Italian depending on the 

realization of plural markers on N. This is exactly what we find: in Emilian dialects number 

morphology on the N is (i) generally absent in masc Ns and (ii) marked by absence of the final 

vowel in the plural in fem Ns, a typologically rare pattern, making Emilian very similar to French 

(see (9); Bertoni 1905:47-49). Looking at the data present in the ASIt data base 
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(http://asit.maldura.unipd.it/), the prediction is borne out and Emilian shows a French-like behavior, 

with PAs showing up in left dislocation contexts with an overt quantity (see (10)): 

(9)  al libar „the  ook (m)‟ - i libar „the  ooks (m)‟ / la scala „the ladder (f)‟ - il scal „the ladders 

(f)‟ 

(10) Dil cà csì beli  n‟ò vist pochi. (Bondeno, FE) 

 „Of the (PA) houses so  eautiful I have seen few of them‟ 

We conclude that PAs do not always realize the same category and express the same function in the 

Romance languages that have them. The relation between the distribution of PAs and plural 

morphology on the N needs to be tested on other languages. In the talk we will present data coming 

from various other dialects in support of this correlation. 
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Towards the diachronic typology of partitives 

Ilja A. Seržant - Leipzig University 

 

Intro: The aim of the paper is to present a preliminary synchronic typology of partitive expressions 

(partitives) across the world‟s languages. Partitives are defined here as expressions that allow to 

encode the partitive relation in the given language. The partitive relation obtains when the referent 

is expressed as a subset of a discursively defined and accessible superset while the complement 

remains backgrounded (terminology adopted from Enç 1991; von Heusinger 2002: 261-62; 

Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2006). The subset and the superset referents must be of the same kind. Thus, I 

exclude such expressions such as a leaf of the tree (a leaf is not a tree), my hand (my hand is not my 

body), etc. that are often referred to as partitive in the literature as well. Finally, the Partitivity 

Constraint must hold, i.e. the superset must be a definite specific (non-generic and non-property-

denoting/predicate), non-distributional, discursively accessible set (cf., inter alia, de Hoop 2003: 

186 following Westerståhl 1985; Jackendoff 1977; Barwise and Cooper 1981; Ladusaw 1982; 

Dowty and Brodie 1984; de Hoop 1997, 2003: 186; Ionin et al. 2006; cf. also Reed 1989 for a 

pragmatic account).  

Method: The synchronic typology relies on a database of partitives comprising data from more ca. 

130 languages from ca. 20 different families distributed across all six macro-areas (Eurasia, North 

America, South America, Papua and Australia).  

Discussion: Generally, the partitive relation may be encoded by any of the six major types of 

encoding: (i) the ablatival strategy, (ii) the locative strategy, (iii) the pronoun/quantifier strategy, 

(iv) the zero strategy and (v) some other, less frequent strategies. Yet, these strategies are not 

equally frequently distributed across families and the macro-areas. I will present areal biases 

obtaining for these strategies. Moreover, only some of these strategies developed into dedicated 

partitive markers in different languages – as in the textbook example of the Finnish partitive case – 

while other strategies do not readily lead to a dedicated partitive expression. More frequently is it, 
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as I will show, that partitive expressions tend to combine with other meanings not related to 

partitivity.  

 Expressions encoding true partitives, i.e. obeying the Partitivity Constraint, tend often to 

develop additional meanings in other domains of grammar. Yet, these domains seem to be recurrent 

across languages: measure phrases (including quantifier phrases), negation, aspectuality, intensional 

contexts including different kinds of non-realis domains (imperatives futures, purpose clauses, etc.) 

but also politeness strategies: 

Stage 1 NP-internal quantification (inherited, the original function) 

Stage 2 intensional use, stimulus of experiential ver s such as „to listen to‟, „to hear‟ 

Stage 3a Rise of aspectual functions 

Stage 3b Rise of the negation (entering Jespersen‟s cycle) 
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(Micro-)variation in the distribution of the partitive pronoun in Romance and Germanic 

Petra Sleeman (University of Amsterdam), Giuliana Giusti (University of Venice), 

Tabea Ihsane (University of Geneva and of Zurich), Leonie Cornips (Meertens Institute) 

 

Several, but not all, Romance and Germanic languages have a partitive pronoun. Italian, French 

(Badía i Margarit 1947), and Catalan have one, but Romanian does not. The partitive pronoun was 

lost from Spanish. Among the Germanic languages, only Dutch has a partitive pronoun. Standard 

German does not have one, but it occurs in some German dialects (Glaser 1992; Strobel 2016). 

The standard example of the partitive pronoun that is given in traditional grammars is one where it 

is used in combination with an elliptical quantified noun phrase in object position: 

(1) Ne   ho       letto uno.        Italian 

 of-it I-have read one 

 “I have read one.” 

Theoretical analyses of the use of the partitive pronoun are also often restricted to contexts such as 

represented in (1). 

 What is often not specified in traditional grammars, learning grammars or in theoretical 

analyses, is that, at least in Romance languages, the partitive pronoun can be used in a larger variety 

of contexts, but these are much less frequent and may present variation with respect to native 

speakers‟ judgements: 

 replacement of a measure noun 

(2) ?Gianni ha  venti     anni e      Maria ne    ha  ventidue.   Italian 

 Gianni has twenty years and Maria  of-it has twenty-two 

 “Gianni is twenty years old and Maria is twenty-two.” 

 combination with a quantifying noun 

(3) Vedo  mele   verdi. ?Ne   comprerò  un chilo.    Italian 

 I-see apples green of-it I-will-buy one kilogram 
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 “I see green apples. I will  uy one kilogram.” 

 There are also contexts for which it has been claimed in the literature that the partitive 

pronoun cannot be used, such as a context in which the partitive pronoun replaces a measure noun 

that is combined with an intransitive verb (Belletti & Rizzi 1981), but also in this case native 

speakers‟ judgments seem to vary: 

(4) *Sono rimasto tre    giorni a  Napoli e     ne    sono rimasto uno a  Roma. Italian 

   I-am stayed   three days   in Naples and of-it I-am stayed   one in Rome 

 “I have stayed three days in Naples and I have stayed two in Rome”.  

 The goal of this paper is to map variation and micro-variation with respect to the contexts in 

which the partitive pronoun is accepted in several Romance and Germanic languages and dialects. 

The results of our research are based on a mixed-method approach: experimental data, corpus 

analysis, sociolinguistic interviews, literature and introspection. 

We show that whereas in the northern variety of standard Dutch the partitive pronoun is only 

accepted in a context such as (1), with a quantified elliptical noun phrase, in the southern variety of 

standard Dutch its use is accepted in a larger variety of contexts, which has been accounted for in 

terms of a difference in constituency by Kranendonk (2010). This also holds for dialectal variation 

of Dutch and also for dialectal varieties of German in which the partitive pronoun is used. In 

Heerlen Dutch an example such as (2) is also acceptable in combination with the partitive pronoun 

(5), whereas in the northern variety of standard Dutch it is not: 

(5) Ik ben er 30.      Heerlen Dutch 

 I am of-it 30 

 “I am 30 years old.” 

 With respect to the use of the partitive pronoun in context (4), which has been reported as 

ungrammatical in Italian in the literature, our experimental research suggests that, at least in some 

other Romance or Germanic varieties, it is accepted. 

 In this paper, the (first) results of our research on macro- and micro-variation in the use of 
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the partitive pronoun in a comparative way in Romance and Germanic are presented. Our research 

is innovating not only with respect to the cross-linguistic character of the research, involving also 

micro-variation, and the partly experimental approach, but also with respect to the variety of 

contexts for which the acceptance of the partitive pronoun is investigated. Our first results suggest 

that there is an increasing continuum from north to south (in a European perspective) with respect to 

the variety of contexts in which the partitive pronoun is accepted, possibly due to language contact, 

but that there is also individual variation. We try to account for the variation in the contexts in 

which the partitive pronoun is accepted in the varieties under discussion by suggesting that it is 

related to differences in constituency and syntactic relations. 
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Partitives in Hungarian 

Kata Kubínyi (Eötvös Loránd University, Hungary) 

Gabriella Tóth (Károli Gáspár University of the Reformed Church in Hungary) 

Anne Tamm (Károli Gáspár University of the Reformed Church in Hungary) 

 

This talk focuses on Hungarian partitive constructions from synchronic and diachronic perspectives 

and also discusses them from the point of view of information structure. We discuss six types of 

constructions that express partitive semantics. 

 

Type 1. Partitive constructions with no overt partitive case. 

Type 1.1. Partitive can be expressed with bare singular countable or uncountable nouns, arguably 

incorporated NPs as in (1). 

(1) Kenyere-t/  almá-t/  *almá-ka-t  esz-ik. 

 bread-SG.ACC  apple-SG.ACC *apple-PL-ACC  eat-3SG 

 „He is eating  read/apples.‟ 

Type 1.2. In partitive constructions, the bare nominal singular NP can co-occur with a measure 

phrase or can function as the complement of a NumP. 

(2) a.  egy  pohár  bor 

  one[SG.NOM] glass[SG.NOM] wine[SG.NOM] 

„one glass of wine‟ 

 b.  tíz tojás/  *tojás-ok 

ten egg[SG.NOM]/ egg-PL.NOM 

„ten eggs‟ 

c. két  zacskó  eper 

two[SG.NOM] bag[SG.NOM] strawberry[SG.NOM] 
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„two  ags of straw erries‟ 

Type 1.3. Partitive can be also expressed as inclusive nominal predicates. 

(3) Soroksár  már   régóta   Budapest. 

 Soroksár[NOM] already  for.a.long.time  Budapest[NOM] 

 „Soroksár has  een part of Budapest for a long time.‟ 

Type 2. The partitive reading can be also achieved in quantized possessive constructions 

functioning as objects. Objects can trigger either subject agreement or object agreement on the 

verb depending on whether the object is interpreted as definite or indefinite. With the object 

agreement the possessive object DP can be interpreted both as totally effected or partially affected, 

whereas if subject agreement is triggered, the possessive object DP must be interpreted as partially 

effected. (Klemm, 1928: 123–124, Bartos 2000: 74ff). 

(4) a.  Négy  ökrö-me-t   ellop-t-ák. 

  four ox-PX.1SG-ACC steal-PST-3PL.OBJ.AGR 

  „My four oxen were stolen.‟, or: „Four of my oxen were stolen.‟ 

 b.  Négy  ökrö-me-t   ellop-t-ak. 

  four ox-PX.1SG-ACC steal-PST-3PL.SUBJ.AGR 

  „Four of my oxen was stolen.‟ 

Type 3. In existential and possessive clauses, the subject has either the nominative case (5a) or the 

ablative case (5b) to express partitivity. However, this strategy is restricted predominantly to 

adjectives or adjectivally used demonstratives. 

(5) a. Van   itt  ez   is,  az   is. 

  be.3SG  here  this[SG.NOM]  too,  that[SG.NOM]  too 

  „There is some of this and some of that.‟ 

b.  Van  itt  e  ől   is,  abból   is. 

  be-3SG here this.SG.ABL  too  that.SG.ABL too 

  „There is some of this and some of that.‟ 
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 c. Neki  volt   kínai    is/ kínai-ból 

   he.SG.DAT be.PST.3SG Chinese[SG.NOM] too/ Chinese-SG.ABL 

  is. 

  too 

  „He had some (of/from) the Chinese (food), too.‟ 

Type 4. Quantized contrastive topics with floating quantifiers can have two strategies to express 

partitivity. If the quantized DP is singular, the floating quantifier must have the same case as the 

contrastive topic (6a), whereas if it is in plural, the floating quantifier must have essive case (6b). 

(6) a. Fiú   csak  kevés/   *keves-en 

  boy[SG.NOM] only a.few[SG.NOM]/ a.few-ESS  

jelent   meg. 

turn.PST.3SG up 

  „As for the  oys, just a few turned up.‟ 

 b. Fiú-k   csak *kevés/ keves-en  jelen-t-ek  meg. 

  boy-PL.NOM only a.few[NOM]/ a.few-ESS turn-PST-3PL up 

  „As for the  oys, just a few of them turned up.‟ 

Type 5. In Old Hungarian, nominal constructions marked for locative cases could have partitive 

interpretation (Korompay 1991: 314). 

(7) Ellop-ott  az  búzá-d-ban. 

 steal-3SG.PST  DEF wheat-PX.2SG-LOC/INE 

 „He stole some wheat of yours.‟  (Klemm 1928: 183) 

Type 6. A former allomorph of the 3rd person plural possessive suffix has been reinterpreted as a 

partitive marker which indicates elements of a contextually given – i.e. definite – subset of 

referents and can be added to comparatives, superlatives as well as interrogative and indefinite 

pronouns (É. Kiss 2017). The grammaticalization pattern is attested in many Uralic languages. 

 (8) a gyereke-i-m  közül a legnagyobb-ik 
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DEF  child-PL-PX.1SG among DEF biggest-PAR 

„the eldest of my children‟ 

 

Conclusion 

Hungarian, despite its rich case system and presence of articles as well of adpositions, does not have 

any dedicated partitive cases, adpositions, or articles. The forms that express partitive semantics are 

tightly related to various other concepts (cf Tamm 2014). 

There has been a tendency to develop unmarked partitive constructions in the nominal 

domain. Singular nouns, whether bare or quantized, are most commonly interpreted as partitive in 

unmarked constructions. There is also an interaction between the functional domain of the nominal 

and the verbal construction as has been demonstrated with the possessive and the existential 

construction. It has been also shown that the information structure can have an impact on partitive 

construction. 
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